Light duty Export Pallet

Environmentally friendly, lightweight nestable plastic pallet
Decade Products manufactures and markets plastic pallets for industrial applications worldwide. Engineered of recycled plastic, our pallets are
strong yet lightweight, corrosion resistant, durable, and environmentally friendly. Decade pallets are more cost-effective and user-friendly than
pallets manufactured from wood, cardboard, and metal, because they are completely reusable and virtually maintenance-free.
These economical "one way" export pallets meet EU, Canadian and Asian customs requirements. Fully recyclable plastic, they are easy to clean
and do not require fumigation as in the case of wood pallets. They will not increase in weight, harbor pests or sustain water damage, eliminating
the expensive risks of refused entry or lengthy customs delays. Fully nestable pallets allow for maximum space savings. The 4-way entry design
of all our export pallets provides easy access during handling.
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Cost effective
Very light weight and low height
Easy and safe to handle
Excellently suited for air cargo
Reduced freight charge by self assembly of snap-on bottom skids,
volume saving up to 75%
Maintenance-free
Resistant to insects, bacteria and fungi
Environmentally friendly product of 100% recycled plastic, completely recyclable

MDE 3-Runner Export
Pallet Bottom

SPECIFICATIONS
PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

TRUCK LOAD

DYNAMIC LOAD

STATIC LOAD

LDE4840

Light Duty Nestable Export Pallet

48" x 40"

5.2"

12.5 lb.

2,340*

1,500

1,500

MDE4840

Mid Duty 3-Runner Export Pallet

48" x 40"

5.6"

16 lb.

1,794*

2,200

2,200

* Pallets ship with skids unassembled.
All load capacities quoted are based on functional testing of unified and evenly distributed loads. Any deviation will null void stated load capacities.
Dimensions may vary +/- 1/2 inch and tare weight may vary +/- 2 lbs. Decade Products reserves the right to change the details of this page at any time.
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